
A nice list for those who do not want to compile their own! 

THE ELEMENTS OF DESIGN AND PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN 

The Elements of Design are the things that artists and designers work with to create a 
design, or composition. The Elements are: line, shape, space, value, color and texture. 

Line … The Graphic Unifier, Curved, Straight. Directional Thrust: Horizontal, Vertical, 
and Diagonal. 
 
Shape … Naturalistic, Geometric. (The Golden Mean) 

Space / Size … Large, Medium, Small. Proportion or Scale. (The Golden 
Mean)(Perspective) 

Value … Light, Dark. (Value Patterns)(Arial Perspective) 

Color … Hue, Chroma, and Value. (The Color Wheel) 

Texture … Rough, Smooth, Soft, Hard. 

The Principles of Design are achieved through the use of the Elements of Design. Each 
principle applies to each element and to the composition as a whole. The Principles are: 
unity, harmony, balance, rhythm, contrast, dominance, and gradation. 

Unity … Echoes of all elements relating. 

Harmony … Within each element and as a whole. 

Balance … With the "weights" of the segments of each element. 

Rhythm … Variety and Repetition. 

Contrast … Alternation. 

Dominance … Within each element. (Center of Interest, Focal Point) 

Gradation … Modeling, (3-D effect), Transitions. 

A COMPOSITION is an arrangement of all the elements, which achieves a unified 
whole. But alas, it is merely a tool to create form and content. Content relates to human 
emotion and the intellect and is the end result of the reasons for painting. Design is a 
means to that end. 
See: Types of Compositions and A Simple Approach to Good Design. 



ATTRIBUTES are defined as the qualities that the art or design conveys to the observer. 
Emotional … Active, Passive 
Esthetic … Realistic, Impressionistic, Abstract, Decorative 
Spatial … Depth, flat 



From: Ernest Boyer; Human Commonalities 
 
All of us- develop symbols. 
                 respond to the aesthetic. 
                 have the capacity to recall the past and anticipate the future.  
                 develop some forms of social bonding. 
                 are connected to the ecology of the planet. 
                 produce and consume. 
                 seek meaning and purpose. 
 
 
Enduring Ideas are: 
lasting with human importance-value outside the walls of school. 
global, timeless wonderings… things people have wondered about throughout time. 
 
Art is a mirror of life, reflecting artists construct meaning about lives, 
world and times. 



From: Studio Thinking: The Real Benefits of Visual Arts Education 
            Teachers College Press 
 
Visual Arts students are trained to look… to see rather than let expectations frame what is 
seen. 
 
Students are taught to envision… forming images internally and using them to solve 
problems. 
 
Innovation is a central skill in Art Class… teachers encourage students to innovate 
through exploration… to experiment, take risks, to just see what happens. 
 
Reflection is a central skill… self-reflection and self-evaluation are continual processes 
in Art Class… step back, analyze, judge, reconceive as necessary. Students learn to make 
judgments “in absence of rule.” While Art is expressive most effort is put into decision 
choice and understanding, than into “feelings”.  
 
Projects are real work, not school work… 



Questions: 
 
Who is/was Arthur Wesley Dow? 
What did he write?  
Why is it important in Art? 
When did this happen? 
 
 
Who are Max Weber and Georgia O’Keefe? 
How are they connected to Dow? 
What did they say about this connection? 
 
Because Dow is credited with this list, what did Artists before 1899 do? 
 
 
How would you connect Dow to Bauhaus? 
 
 
Do people really think, “I am feeling line today, I am going to do line!” (Substitute any 
element or principle for line!) 
 
Just for fun, what is ‘Notan”? 



This is an example, these answers are not definitive! They are what my kids arrived at 
through the process I am describing and doing with you. I am very proud of this list!                                      
I hope your kids do as well!  
 
Elements of Art Include: 
Memory, History, Media (Material and its properties), Symbols, Society (Cultural 
Garbage) Emotions, Myth and Story 
 
Principles of Art Include: 
Freedom and Play, Discovery, Intent, Interrogation (questioning everything), Discarding, 
Risk, Revision, Imagination, Metaphor and Alliances 
 
So that Art Content includes One’s:  
Identity 
Experience 
Beliefs 
Culture 
Object Encounters (discussion was had about other encounters but it was a consensus 
that encounters of other kinds was covered in the list, but objects were not) 
Family and Friendships 
Affinities toward the visual and its sub-categories. 
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